I am pleased to mention that during the year 2020, all issues of volume 4 are publishing online well
within the time and the print issue were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing
the issue online, IPCN during this year also brought out a supplement to January 2021 issue, which
consisted of abstracts of an international conference on Neuropsychology & a book review. Besides
IPCN also brought out an online special issue in 2021.During the calendar year 2021, IPCN received
papers, out of which 75% articles were rejected in the preliminary screening due to plagiarism or being
out of the format, During 2021 around 50 articles were subjected to the peer review. In the 3 issue of
volume 4 published during the year 2020. Average publication lag time of an article was further reduced
to 4-6 weeks. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Matthew David Dovel, Sam
Vaknin during the final editing of articles published and the support rendered by the editorial assistant
Vaitsa Giannouli in bringing out issues of IPCN on time, I would also like to express my gratitude to all
the authors, reviewers, publishers, advisory and the editorial board of IPCN, the office bearers and the
staff of imedpub secretariat for their support in bringing out yet another volume of IPCN and look
forward to their unrelenting support to bring out rest of the issues of volume 4 of IPCN in schedule time.
Journal of Cognitive Neuropsychology aims to promote the research on human cognition based on
neuropsychological methods comprising Cognitive neuroscience, Brain injury, Neurological illness, or the
study of evolving Brain deficits. The research can encompass brain-lesion or neurologically-intact adults,
children or non-human animals as long as it contributes to our understanding of normal human
cognitive processes.
Journal of Cognitive Neuropsychology caters to cognitive scientists and neuroscientists,
neuropsychologists, neurologists, psycholinguists, speech pathologists, speech therapists,
physiotherapists, and psychiatrists.
Journal of Cognitive Neuropsychology focuses on a broad spectrum of issues and challenges related to
human cognition by discussing on aspects like Neural data, Cognitive Neuro Psychology, Brain Injury,
Cognitive Neuroscience, Neurological Illness, Aphasia, Neuro Imaging, Mental Illness, Cognitive
Neuropsychiatry, Neuro Psychology, Adult NeuroPyschology, Memory Disorders, Cognitive Mental
Illness, and Adolescent Psychiatry.
The Journal aims to publish the most reliable and complete source of information on discoveries and
current developments in the form of research articles, review articles, case reports and short
communication. All articles are peer reviewed and published under the guidance of our Editorial Board
members on an open access platform. Submit manuscript by sending an e-mail attachment to the mail
at neuropsychology@emedicinejournals.org

